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Electronic structure, local moments, and transport in Fe2VAl
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Local spin density approximation calculations are used to elucidate electronic and magnetic properties of the
Heusler structure Fe2VA1. The compound is found to be a low carrier density semimetal. The Fermi surface
has small hole pockets derived from a triply degenerate Fe derived state atG compensated by a V derived
electron pocket at theX point. The ideal compound is found to be stable against ferromagnetism. Fe impurities
on V sites, however, behave as local moments. Because of the separation of the hole and electron pockets the
Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida interaction between such local moments should be rapidly oscillating on the
scale of its decay, leading to the likelihood of spin-glass behavior for moderate concentrations of Fe on V sites.
These features are discussed in relation to experimental observations of an unusual insulating state in this
compound.@S0163-1829~98!00422-6#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The physics of metal insulator transitions, although mu
better understood now than a few years ago, continue
attract interest, especially in proximity to unusual magne
behavior or where odd transport properties are observed
the metallic or insulating sides of the transition. Nishi
et al.1,2 recently reported a highly unusual insulating state
Heusler phase (Fe12xVx)3Al alloys at x51/3. At this com-
position, the Fe and V are believed to separate on the
transition metal sublattices, yielding a well ordered co
pound. The resistivity decreases smoothly from the low
measured temperature of 2 K to over 1200 K, characteristic
of an insulator. However, the dependence is clearly non
ponential and has a finite low-temperature value of appro
mately 3 mV cm. This unusual resistivity is accompanie
by the presence of a clear Fermi edge in photoemission s
tra and a large finite linear component of the specific h
g514 mJ/mol K2. It was noted that plots of specific he
over temperatureC/T vs T2 show an upturn with decreas
ing temperature, reminiscent of heavy fermion systems,
haps related to spin fluctuations.

Compositions with slightly less V~lower x! have metallic
resistivities at low temperature and order magnetically, wh
higher V concentration samples display more normal se
conducting behavior. The ordering is plainly ferromagne
at low x&0.2 and presumably so up tox51/3. The Curie
temperatureTC decreases monotonically to zero with i
creasingx from almost 800 K atx50 reaching room tem-
perature nearx50.2. In this ferromagnetic regime, the resi
tivity as a function of temperature is metallic though wi
generally high low-temperature saturation values, ha
maximum atTC , and then crosses over to a decreasingT
dependence, somewhat like the colossal magnetoresi
manganites. The prominence of this crossover feature
creases rapidly with decreasingTC . There is no evidence fo
magnetic ordering atx51/3 or higher. However, based o
570163-1829/98/57~22!/14352~5!/$15.00
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the temperature of the resistivity maximum as a function
composition, Fe2VAl is at or very close to the composition
whereTC reaches zero, again suggestive of strong spin fl
tuations.

(Fe12xVx)3Al alloys occur in a Heusler DO3 structure
throughout the composition and temperature range of in
est. This structure is derived from a simple cubicB2 ~CsCl!
structure FeAl by replacing every second Al atom by a tra
sition metal atom in an fcc way. Thus it has a single Al s
and two inequivalent transition metal sites in the four-ato
unit cell. The first transition metal site, denoted Fe1, acco
modates one atom and is coordinated by eight transi
metal atoms on the other type of site. The second, Fe2,
commodates two atoms and is coordinated by four Al a
four Fe1 transition metal atoms. It is important to note th
the Fe1 site is quite different from the Fe2 site, in terms
both coordination and size. In particular, the Fe1 site
larger and has no Al neighbors. Not unexpectedly, V, be
larger, prefers to occupy Fe1 site2,3 leading to theL21 or-
dered compound Fe2VAl. This is reflected in the sharp up
turn in the lattice parameter as a function of composition
x51/3, where the Fe1 site becomes completely V filled,
sulting in occupation of the Fe2 site with the larger V sp
cies. Nonetheless, Fe2VAl is hardly a quasistoichiometric
compound~a narrow line in the phase diagram! and there
could well be significant Fe occupation of the nominal
Fe1 sites in as measuredx50.33 samples.

Here we report electronic structure studies of t
(Fe12xV) 3Al system focusing on thex51/3 composition, in
order to create a framework for understanding its propert
These local spin density approximation~LSDA! calculations
show fully ordered Fe2VAl to be a semimetal, with separate
electron and hole pockets and a very low carrier dens
This is of some interest in itself since it is a situation favo
able for exciton formation. Remarkably, the compound is
near a ferromagnetic instability and in fact has a low s
susceptibility related to the low carrier density. However,
14 352
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57 14 353ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE, LOCAL MOMENTS, AND . . .
find that Fe atoms on the nominal V, Fe1 site display stro
local moment magnetism. The transport and other anoma
properties are discussed in terms of the band structure
the interactions with the dilute Fe1 local moment system

II. APPROACH

All atoms in the fcc DO3 and ordered L21 crystal struc-
ture occur on high symmetry sites. Accordingly, the on
free crystallographic parameter is the lattice parameter.
LSDA calculations presented here are based on the repo1

experimental lattice parameter of 0.576 nm. The electro
structure provides the underlying basis for our discussion
transport properties and accordingly we wished to obtai
as accurately as possible. The band structures, densitie
states, and fixed spin moment calculations were all done
ing the general potential linearized augmented plane-w
~LAPW! method,4 including local orbital extensions to rela
linearization errors and well converged basis sets of over
functions for the four-atom unit cells.5 LAPW spheres of
radius 2.30 a.u. were employed for all sites.

The high site symmetries~the lowest symmetry site is th
Fe2, which is tetrahedral! and bcc-like close packing sugge
that linear muffin tin orbital~LMTO! atomic sphere approxi
mation ~ASA! calculations may also be reasonably reliab
We have performed parallel calculations usingTB LMTO-4.7

code6,7 to test this. We find that, apart from small band shif
the two codes yield identical results. Thus we were able
use the LMTO method to study the local changes that oc
for transition metal defects in Fe2VAl. This was done using
a series of LMTO supercell calculations. In particular, w
modeled defects in which Fe atoms were placed on V site
various magnetic and structural configurations, in order
establish their magnetic character and interactions. We u
spdorbitals for all atoms, plus downfoldedf states on Fe for
the LMTO calculations.

III. ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF ORDERED
STOICHIOMETRIC Fe 2VAl

The LSDA band structure of ordered Fe2VAl is shown in
Fig. 1. The corresponding electronic density of states~DOS!
and projections onto LAPW spheres are shown in Fig.

FIG. 1. Calculated band structure of Fe2VAl. The Fermi energy
is denoted by the dashed horizontal line at 0.
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Before discussing the details near the Fermi energyEF that
relate to the transport properties, we summarize the b
structure. No magnetic instability was found for this comp
sition and as such the bands are non-spin-polarized.
3-eV-wide split-off band at the bottom that disperses upw
from G derives from the Al 3s state. The remainder of th
valence band manifold, which extends from approximat
26 eV to 12 eV, may be described as 15 transition me
3d derived bands, with three Al 3p derived bands dispersin
through. However, due to a Fano-type mixing8 with the tran-
sition metal bands, the Al free electronlike character is
pleted in the main transition metal region and piles up at
top ~2 to 3 eV, relative to EF! and bottom ~26 to
25 eV! of the manifold.

There is a strong pseudogap aroundEF . The states above
the gap are generally of mixed V and Feeg character, while
those below are mostly more Fe-like.

The separation of the Vd states into two well separate
peaks in the DOS is mainly due to the crystal field. With t
bcc-like coordination of the V site, itsd manifold is split into
a lower lying set of threet2g states, around22 eV, relative
to EF , and twoeg states around11 eV. For the Fed bands
the effects of hybridization are stronger than the crystal fie
This Fe-Fe hybridization is mediated primarily through
and V states, although direct hopping is also substantial~the
Fe-Fe distance isa/2, not much longer than the Fe-V an
Fe-Al distances ofaA3/4!. Based on folding down of the
LMTO band structure and the positions of the bands atG, we
estimate the Fe crystal field splitting to be quite small, of t
order of 0.35 eV. This is apparently due to canceling con
butions from the tetrahedral coordinations with V and
atoms. In any case, as may be seen from the positions
characters of the bands atG, the ordering of Fed sublevels
from lowest to highest iseg bonding,t2g bonding,t2g anti-
bonding, andeg antibonding. Of these, all but theeg anti-
bonding states are below the pseudogap.

However, the pseudogap is not complete because the
of the Fe antibondingt2g band, which occurs at theG point,
is above the bottom of the Veg band. The reason is that V
dds hopping is comparatively large and that in an fcc latti

FIG. 2. Total and projected DOS of Fe2VAl on a per formula
unit basis. The total DOS is given by the solid line, while Fed and
V d contributions defined by the projections onto LAPW sphe
are given by the dotted and dashed lines, respectively. The F
energy is at 0.
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14 354 57D. J. SINGH AND I. I. MAZIN
~the V sublattice in Fe2VAl is fcc! the lowereg band is often
strongly~by 1.5 tdds! dispersive alongG-X direction, so the
bottom of this V derived band~at theX point! occurs below
the top of the antibonding Fet2g band~at theG point!.

Figure 3 shows a blowup of the band structure nearEF .
There are four bands crossingEF . These contribute three
small hole pocket sheets of the Fermi surface centered aG,
compensated by a larger electronlike Fermi surface sec
centered at theX point of the fcc Brillouin zone. The occu
pation is 0.012 electrons/f.u.~2.531020 electrons/cm3!,
compensated by an equal number of holes. TheG centered
surfaces derive from the Fet2g bands with a small admixture
of V character. The electron pocket atX is purely Veg ~there
is no Fed character at theX point by symmetry!. TheG hole
surfaces consist of three pockets with the effective masm
'0.5me; however, the surfaces deviate noticeably from
sphere, due to the finite, albeit small, band filling and
effective masses at the Fermi level vary from 0.35me to
1me . The X centered electron sections are ellipsoids w
the effective massesmx50.55me andmy50.25me . The low
carrier density corresponds to a low density of stat
N(EF)50.3 eV21 with a bare specific heat coefficien
gbare50.65 mJ/mol K2. Compared to the experimental valu
this yields a large enhancement of more than 20, certa
not characteristic of a simple metal.

Two candidate mechanisms for yielding such behavior
strong spin fluctuations and strong electron-electron corr
tions. With regard to the latter, it is noteworthy that the ba
structure nearEF consists of small separated electron a
hole sections with low carrier density and that there
manifolds of flat transition metald bands in close proximity
both above and below the pseudogap. The formation
bound electron-hole pairs~excitons! leading to a correlated
insulating state in zero gap semiconductors and semime
was much discussed in the 1970s.9 Qualitatively, the forma-
tion of such a state in semimetals is possible when cer
conditions are met. These are~a! low enough carrier density
for the pairs not to overlap,~b! exciton binding energy large
than the distance from the band edge toEF ~if scattering is
significant; a more complicated criterion related to nesting
the hole and electron sections applies if the mean free pa
long10!, and~c! mean free path long compared to the excit
radius. Given the experimental data, particularly indicatio

FIG. 3. Blowup of the band structure of Fe2VAl near EF .
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of spin fluctuations~which would scatter carriers!, the high
residual resistivities, and smooth behavior as a function ox,
it seems unlikely that these conditions are met in Fe2VAl.

The low carrier density implies that a simple Stoner ins
bility of the non-spin-polarized state, due to divergence
the susceptibilityx(q), will not occur since theN(EF) factor
will be too small. However, the absence of an instabil
against small fluctuations does not necessarily mean th
magnetic state with larger moments is not present. A lo
moment system on the verge of ordering is consistent w
many of the experimental observations and would ha
strong spin fluctuations that could yield the size of enhan
ments observed.

Fixed spin moment calculations were used to address
possibility. The energy as a function of magnetizatio
shown in Fig. 4, provides no evidence of any interest
magnetic behavior in ordered stoichiometric Fe2VAl. In par-
ticular, the energy is a smooth monotonically increas
function of magnetization. After a very small parabolic r
gion extending to approximately 0.02mB/f.u., the curve be-
comes roughly linear up to 2.5mB/f.u. and then crosses ove
to an upward curving form. The linear region is due to t
semimetallic character of the material. As the bands are s
by the exchange enhanced applied field in the fixed s
moment calculation,N(EF) increases from a low value. Thi
leads to a corresponding increase in the differential susc
tibility, flattening the curve from parabolic. The induced m
ments are almost entirely associated with the Fe sublattic
Fe2VAl. Up to 4mB /f.u., the V site contributes a sma
~;5% of the total! negative contribution, while by 5mB/f.u.,
the V contribution becomes parallel to the Fe, but is still ve
small.

IV. MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF DEFECTS

This begs the question of the magnetic properties of
fects since some explanation of the magnetic propertie
needed. As mentioned, when all the V on the Fe1 site
replaced by Fe, i.e., in Fe3Al, the material is strongly ferro-
magnetic. As V is put back in~entering the larger Fe1 site!,
ferromagnetism is gradually suppressed, disappearing ju
the point where the Fe1 site is fully substituted with V. O

FIG. 4. Energy vs imposed magnetization from fixed spin m
ment calculations for stoichiometric Fe2VAl on a per formula unit
basis.
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the other hand, the above fixed spin moment calculati
indicate that V is magnetically inactive on the Fe1 site. O
may then conjecture that magnetism is coming from the
atoms on the Fe1 site. Although little is known about defe
in Fe2VAl, if it follows the pattern of other compound alu
minides, defects in which the small atom~Fe! sits on the
larger sites~Al and V!, accompanied by either nonstoichiom
etry or compensating vacancies, are likely. There are s
experimental indications11 that this is indeed the case i
Fe21xV12xAl. Given the variation of lattice parameter wit
composition, showing a sharp increase atx51/3 and the
wide range of V/Fe compositions that can be made, we c
jecture that Fe atoms on the nominally V, Fe1 site may b
common defect in the experimentally studied samples.

To study the behavior of such defects, we performe
series of supercell calculations for various Fe21xV12xAl
compounds, using the LMTO ASA method. Most of the s
percells were produced by doubling or quadrupling the u
cell along the (111) direction, resulting in a rhombohed
symmetry. A convenient nomenclature for such supercell
obtained by listing the sequence of the@111# planes. For this
type of supercell, the crystallography of the Heusler struct
is such that, given a sequence of the@111# planes
•••ABCDEFG•••, the atomD has three nearest neighbo
~NN’s! of the kindC, three NN’s of the kindE, one NN of
the kindA, and one of the kindG ~but no NN’s in planesB
or F!, as illustrated in Fig. 5. Thus, such notation lets o
immediately see the environment of each atom~recall that
every atom sits in the center of a cube formed by its ei
NN’s as in theB2, CsCl structure!.

To start with, let us look at the stoichiometric compou
Fe2VAl, but placing V on one of the Fe2 sites and one of t
Fe atoms on the Fe1 site. This results in the sequence

•••VuFe8AlFeFeVAlFe9Vu Fe8•••, ~1!

where the underlined atoms have been interchanged. We
a ferromagnetic ordered state with the moments inside
atomic spheres 2.1mB on Fe, 1.1mB on Fe9, 0.6mB on Fe8,
and 20.2mB on V ~note the minus sign, in accord with th
fixed-moment LAPW calculations!. All other atoms carry
negligible moments. This is to be compared with the m
ments in pure Fe3Al in LMTO ASA calculations, which are
2.3mB for Fe1 and 1.8mB for Fe2; see also Ref. 12~LAPW
calculations yield 2.4mB and 1.9mB , respectively!. Fe atoms

FIG. 5. Illustration of the coordination in Heusler-type lattice
labeled as in the supercell calculations~see the text!.
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are on Fe1 sites that are magnetically active and in turn
larize Fe2 Fe atoms. Magnetic moments on Fe1, but no
Fe2, are essentially local moments: They hardly depend
the Fe1 site’s environment or electron count as is illustra
by the other supercell calculations, described below. Fe8 and
Fe9 in Eq. ~1! have the same NN environment, but differe
next NN environments. Correspondingly, the induced m
netization, totaling 1.8mB per two atoms, is unevenly distrib
uted between Fe8 and Fe9. In real samples one expects th
V on the Fe2 site, if any, may occupy all Fe2 sites random
To investigate this, we repeated the above calculations wi
virtual crystal of the structure

•••VuM9AlM8FeM8AlM9VuM9•••, ~2!

whereM has atomic numberZ525.25 ~V0.25Fe0.75!, still
isoelectronic with Fe2VAl.

The moment onFe was again 2.1mB , that onM9 was
0.75mB , and that onM8 was 0.15mB . In other words, al-
though now the moment was equally distributed between
twoM9 atoms, the total magnetization induced in this su
lattice changed very little. An interesting question is w
M8 atoms, which have among NN’s three strongly polariz
Fe atoms, are not magnetic, while theM9 atoms having only
one spin-polarized NN are.

It is instructive to see how Fe on Fe1 sites behaves
more Fe-rich compounds, particularly how defects in wh
V is placed into a smaller Fe2 site~as in the above-
considered supercells! influence the magnetic properties. T
determine this we prepared supercells with nominal stoic
ometries Fe2.5V0.5Al and Fe2.25V0.75Al. The former is, in the
above notation,

•••VuFe9AlFe8FeFe8AlFe9Vu Fe9•••, ~3!

while the latter is a quadrupled fcc cell retaining full cub
symmetry. In the former case we obtainM52.4mB on Fe
~slightly larger than in Fe3Al ! and 0.7mB on Fe9, in accord
with the virtual crystal calculation described above. T
Fe2.25V0.75Al compound produced 2.2mB on Fe with no sig-
nificant polarization on the other sites.

Taken together, these calculations indicate that Fe o
Fe1 site acquires strong, localized magnetic moment of 2
2.3 mB , which is robust against redistribution of Fe and
atoms within the transition metal sublattices and ev
changes in the total V concentration. As a further test
performed supercell calculations with a further doubling
the unit cell ~3! of Fe2.5V0.5Al and performed calculations
with antiferromagnetic ordering

•••~Fe9AlFe8 Fe Fe8AlFe9V!@Fe9AlFe8 FeFe8AlFe9V#•••.
~4!

We found a metastable antiferromagnetic self-consistent
lution with Fe having62.3mB and Fe9 having 60.6mB .
That is, the moment onFe was virtually the same as in th
ferromagnetic case and that on Fe9 was only slightly sup-
pressed. It seems that, independently of the spin arrange
of other Fe atoms, Fe on Fe1 site has enough room to act
a quasifree ion, with the crystal splitting larger that theeg
and t2g subband widths, and thus is unavoidably magne
Fe on the Fe2 site, on the other hand, is squeezed by la
Al and V ions and has subband widths large compared
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14 356 57D. J. SINGH AND I. I. MAZIN
their splitting. Thus it is intrinsically nonmagnetic, althoug
moments can be induced on this site. In fact, in all super
calculations, the partial DOS onFe has two clear maxima
corresponding to theeg andt2g subbands~as in the non-spin-
polarized case!, while the DOS on the other Fe atoms sho
relatively structureless broad bands.

V. DISCUSSION

The above calculations show two main features. Firs
all, Fe2VAl is semimetallic with a low carrier density an
well separated hole and electron Fermi surface sections.
ond, defects in which Fe atoms occur on the nominally
Fe1 sites provide local moments. Although this in itself do
not provide an explanation of the anomalous properties,
speculate that the odd properties of this system may be
to the dynamics of a dilute system of such local mome
and their interaction with the charge carriers.

An interesting point worth mentioning is that the dire
exchange interaction of the localized Fe1 moments shoul
very small. One may then ask if there is an oscillati
Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida~RKKY ! type of interac-
tion that could lead to a spin glass state in the same ma
as in classical spin glass systems. The fact that the Fe
surfaces are small does not mean that the period of
RKKY interaction in this system is very long of the order
2p/kF ; rather, it is controlled by the wave vector connecti
the hole and electron Fermi surfaces, which isp/a. That is,
the relevant scale is set not by the size of the Fermi surfa
but their separation. In fact, the RKKY interaction in th
system can be written as

HRKKY~r !'6HRKKY
0 ~r !~cosx/a1cosy/a1cosz/a!, ~5!
U.
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whereHRKKY
0 (r ) is the standard RKKY interaction,13 a func-

tion of kF and the effective mass, and the factor 3 appe
because of the degeneracy of the hole Fermi surfa
HRKKY

0 (r ) changes withr as cos(kFr), wherekF'0.1p/a,
and thus is a long wavelength modulation. The RKKY inte
action has a prefactor proportional tokF

4 ; one effect of the
smallness of the Fermi surfaces is that the interaction will
fairly weak compared to the traditional metallic RKKY sp
glasses. Nevertheless, spin glass effects cannot be excl
and it is tempting to ascribe the increase of the resistivity
T→0 and anomalously large specific heat coefficientg to a
spin glass transition with a freezing temperature close
zero. It is worth noting that the temperature dependenceg is
also unusual, with a large negativeT2 term. In this scenario,
the properties will be sensitive to the ordering and conc
tration of local moments, i.e., Fe on the Fe1 site. Presuma
this will be reflected in a high sensitivity to the exact com
position and growth conditions. In this picture the magne
properties of Fe rich alloys nearx51/3 are then those of a
local moment system with concentration increasing asx is
reduced.

Note added in proof. Recently Weht and Pickett~cond-
mat/9803327! have performed related calculations showi
that carrier density is further reduced when spin-orbit sp
ting is included.
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